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Expanding Horizons
A

stro has demonstrated again why it ranks as one of Asia’s most ambitious
and forward-thinking media companies.
The Malaysian pay-TV operator is one of the JV partners in a new
documentary channel, Spark Asia, further expanding Astro’s own content
repertoire while testing out alternative avenues for growth. Spark Asia will
make its debut in the first half of next year.
It’s never been a better time to aggregate and produce Asian content, for
domestic audiences as well as overseas, but big rewards could lie in store for
companies able to do more. Differentiated Asian content is set to drive the
next wave of growth for Asian distribution platforms, looking to push up
Arpu as well as subscriber numbers, but current output won’t be enough to
meet operator needs.

The model is out of Hollywood, but
the formula needs a tweak
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That’s creating a big opportunity for new partnerships and JVs that can
accelerate local momentum, especially in places where ad markets are large
enough to support vibrant domestic production. The economic model is
straight out of Hollywood. Production budgets have more room to grow, if
overseas markets can deliver the profit and scale.
The most visible example today is in Korea, where the market’s biggest
broadcasters are now exploiting their programming in Southeast Asia via
general entertainment channels as well as licensing deals, working with
international players such as Sony and Turner.
Given the popularity of pirated Korean content
online, similar deals targeting Southeast Asia’s
emerging SVOD space might make sense as a
next step.
Arguably, more can be done with Chinese
entertainment in Southeast Asia too. The
formula needs to be tweaked for smaller
markets, however. Not all programming has the
same appeal as Hollywood movies or Korean
drama, prompting a greater focus on IP and
fresh content instead. That’s the model for Spark
Asia, and a possible way forward for broader
collaboration across the region as a whole. MBA
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SOUTHEAST ASIA

Turner Acts On Localization

Broadcaster grows its business in deal flurry

In October, Turner unveiled plans for an Asian
entertainment play, a localized version of CNN in the
Philippines, and the first regional feed for kids offering
Boomerang.
The Asian content play
leverages a long-term deal
with one of Korea’s largest
broadcasters, MBC, for a new
regional channel called Oh!K.
CNN Philippines, due to
launch in Q1 next year, will
be a free English-language
offering run by Nine Media,
a company set up by local
businessman Antonio Cabangon-Chua after he bought
former government channel, RPN 9.
Turner will also bolster its kids offering, rolling out
a revamped Boomerang in 2015 as a flagship brand
alongside Cartoon Network.
There’s more to come, says Asia-Pacific president
Ricky Ow.

6

HONG KONG

HKTV Ready To Roll
Entertainment challenger finally launches online
Hong Kong Television Network’s subsidiary HKTV will
launch over-the-top (OTT) video services in Hong Kong
in November.
The service will be available via online and mobile
platforms and Xiaomi set-top boxes, leveraging a Hong
Kong mobile TV license the company bought from China
Mobile last year.
Company management (led
by chairman Ricky Wong)
estimate Hong Kong’s mobile
audience at around 500,000,
while 400,000 local Xiaomi
box users could also view its
programs. HKTV will feature
self-produced dramas and
variety shows, plus acquired
content, for the 18-45 demo.
At the same time, HKTV will also launch an online
shopping service, leveraging product placement across
some of its shows. The company plans to expand this
service to China and Southeast Asia.
TAIWAN

CNS Buyout Saga Nears Completion
Cable still appeals to cashed-up conglomerates
Ting Hsin is buying 60% of Taiwanese MSO CNS from
private equity firm MBK for ~US$2.4 billion, signalling
the end to an exit that has been playing out for almost
four years. The valuation is about the same that local
conglomerate Want Want proposed in its ill-fated bid
for CNS back in 2010.
Ting Hsin, a conglomerate
that also controls mobile
operator Taiwan Star, beat
two major bidders for CNS:
Hon Hai Group, which owns
electronics giant Foxconn,
and Far Eastern Group, which
owns mobile network Far
EasTone. CNS is the largest
provider of cable TV and
broadband in Taiwan.
CNS could bundle Taiwan Star’s 4G services into
a quad-play offering, or vice versa. Practical benefits
from bundling and synergy take time however, or
sometimes fail to arrive due to barriers in execution.
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Korea’s JJ MediaWorks Doubles Down
Launches entertainment channel K-Plus
Korean media company JJ
MediaWorks has launched a
second channel in Southeast
Asia,
a
female-skewed,
drama-driven Korean offering
called K-Plus, after rolling
out its anime channel and
distribution business AniPlus
in Southeast Asia in 2013.
Plus
Media
Networks
Asia, a regional subsidiary of AniPlus that opened
for business in Singapore in early 2014, has inked
the maiden deal for K-Plus in Indonesia with DTH
platform, K-Vision.
K-Vision is part of an expansion into TV by one of
Indonesia’s biggest publishers, Kompas Gramedia.
Plus Media is working on more deals for both
K-Plus as well as AniPlus. The latter is already on air in
Indonesia, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam.
JJ MediaWorks started life as a VOD specialist in
2002, launching AniPlus seven years later in 2009.

PAY-TV

Price War Fears In Vietnam
Commoditization the threat
A number of Vietnam’s biggest pay-TV networks have
renewed calls for price controls to keep commoditization
at bay, in the face of increasing rivalry between traditional
as well as online platforms.
Speaking at an industry event held in Hanoi, senior
executives from VTVcab, Vietnam’s largest MSO, and
MyTV, the country’s biggest IPTV network, voiced
support for proposed minimum prices on both analog
and digital platforms, currently
being drafted by local industry
body, the Vietnam Pay-TV
Association.
Pay-TV Arpus in Vietnam
are less than US$5 a month,
among the lowest in Asia,
leaving small change to spend
on improving content and
infrastructure.
With premium content in
short supply, pushing up prices is tough, while fears of a
price war are widespread.
AUSTRALIA

Foxtel Tools Up

CULTURE
BOX

Stage set for broadband turf wars

Kabaddi, an ancient contact sport born in India, coined as the “Game
of the Masses”, was professionalized this year, with the formation of the
Star Sports Pro Kabaddi League.
The Jaipur Pink Panthers won the League’s inaugural competition.
The tournament saw eight teams play 60 matches across 38 days,
which captured more than 500 million cumulative Indian TV viewers.

8

Richard Freudenstein, CEO of Australian pay-TV
operator Foxtel, has fired the starter pistol for a more
entrenched battle with free-to-air broadcasters, telcos
and over-the-top media, after unveiling Foxtel’s intent to
reignite subscriber growth with lower entry prices and
more defined channel packs.
Longer-term, the stage is now set for new turf wars
across Australia’s emerging
national broadband network
(NBN). Through its 50%
parent Telstra, Foxtel (also
50% owned by News Corp)
will be at the forefront,
delivering triple-play bundles
of high-speed internet, pay-TV
and telephony.
Locking in new subscribers
across its sluggish cable and
satellite business before NBN launches in early 2015 is
vital for Foxtel, in a market where its traditional services
are often seen as too expensive by most households.
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CJ E&M Commits To Bold Expansion Plans
Big gains expected for digital, international revenue
Senior executives at Korean
media & entertainment major
CJ E&M have outlined plans
to double company revenues,
from US$1.2 billion in 2013 to
US$2.4 billion by 2018.
Management anticipate a
5% CAGR between 2013 and
2018 for domestic growth,
which includes CJ E&M’s
movie and pay-TV businesses.
International revenues meanwhile are expected to
expand from US$112 million in 2013 to US$580 million
by 2018, mostly driven by co-productions and format
sales in China. Japan and Southeast Asia, where CJ hopes
to grow its movie and media businesses, will contribute
most of the rest. Vietnam is the main target opportunity
in Southeast Asia.
At the same time, digital sales are expected to touch
US$260 million by 2018 from a low base today, with 75%
coming from outside Korea.
OVER-THE-TOP

INTERNET

Mobile Ratings Finally Take Shape In Asia
A lift for music, news, often consumed on the move
Online ratings firm ComScore has started building out its
mobile measurement service in Asia, releasing data for
participating sites in China, Hong Kong, India, Malaysia
and Singapore and Taiwan.
It’s the beginnings of a long-awaited step that will
give extra momentum to internet advertising across all
screens with a clearer picture of consumer behavior.
The agency is adopting a staggered approach to
mobile measurement, initially capturing unique visits
and page views for publishers
that agree to have special
software installed on their
sites and apps.
In general, the most
popular local publishers, as
well as international portals
such as Yahoo and MSN, have
signed up.
Facebook is not taking part;
the initiative covers YouTube but excludes other Google
properties such as search.

P

Disney Launches Branded SVOD

Disney Movies On Demand arrives in Asia

Disney has started rolling out branded SVOD services
in Southeast Asia, a foray into a parallel entertainment
ecosystem taking shape outside the confines of
traditional TV.
Disney Movies On Demand, a selection of
evergreen films from Disney
and Pixar, made its regional
debut in Thailand earlier this
year on Hollywood Movies
HD, a fledgling platform for
paid online video.
More recently the service
landed in Singapore on
StarHub, bundled with the
telco’s HomeHub broadband
plan, while also offered a la
carte to pay-TV subscribers.
At some point, general entertainment sibling ABC
TV On Demand, already present in Europe and North
America, may well follow Disney Movies On Demand
into Asia.
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WILL HONG KONG
PROPERTY PRICES RISE
OR FALL WITH A U.S.
INTEREST RATE HIKE?

Asia Bites
AUSTRALIA

Inquisitive Buyers Circle Ten Network
An apparently attractive opening into a US$3 billion free-to-air ad market

Strategic and private equity investors alike are eyeing
The economics of Australia’s TV business has
Ten Network as the weakened broadcaster tries to
been reshaped by the internet, providing legal and
resuscitate ailing ratings in the wake of some costly
illegal alternatives for two big audience drivers, news
mis-steps and boardroom turnover.
and entertainment. Notably, free TV audiences for
Despite projected losses until 2016 at the earliest,
imported US programming, a former mainstay for
Ten’s status as third in a threeTen in particular, have tumbled,
Ten Falls Away
horse race still looks attractive
although Foxtel has been buying
Metro revenue share
as a turnaround play in a US$3
express windows for pay-TV.
Seven
Nine
Ten
billion free-to-air ad market. Its 45%
That leaves live sport as the last
share price has sunk so low that 40%
big ratings magnet for terrestrial
35%
some analysts reckon its current 30%
TV – a fact not lost on the
valuation merits a punt for its 25%
networks, scrambling for rights
20%
free-to-air licence alone.
and pushing up prices.
Nonetheless, Aussie media
At least Australia’s ad market
FY04 FY05 FY06 FY07 FY08 FY09 FY10 FY11 FY12 FY13 FY14
has burned external investors
is showing signs of recovery,
Source: Free TV, MPA analysis
before. A bid by News Corp,
although free TV’s share seems
owner of incumbent pay-TV network Foxtel, backed
to have settled at about a third of total spend. Still a
by private equity, seems sensible. The broader market
good business to be in, but maybe better suited to two
outlook however, should give pause for thought.
lead players rather than three. MBA

INDIA

Possible Turning Point For Digital TV
Glimpses of resolution for warring channels and platforms

Opaque channel negotiations have become the norm
of an MSO’s subscriber base, are reluctant to review
in India, but are proving to be especially unwieldy in
revenue shares without a better picture of what they
an age of increased consumer choice enabled by the
stand to gain. On the other side, broadcasters continue
national rollout of digital TV.
to push for better yields. Beleaguered
As millions of cable homes upgrade to
MSOs are becoming testy, and it shows.
MSO PRESSURE
digital networks, MSOs are supposed to
An argument between Star, India’s
follow suit with new packages and tiers
biggest broadcaster, and Hathway, a major
that will foster more diverse programming
MSO, could represent a turning point
and a healthier ecosystem overall.
however. Star is seeking full rates for its
Combined debt/
That’s hard to do without knowing
channels, even though steep discounts
Ebitda ratio for
future content costs however, a bone
usually apply, a move that has extended to
top 3 MSOs*
of contention between broadcasters
other MSOs too. It’s a lose-lose situation,
and MSOs. Digital dividends are still
stifling affiliate and advertising revenue.
* Den, Hathway, Siti Cable
Source: Media Partners Asia
pending for both sides, sparking fractious
However, turning a company-specific
arguments that result in less consumer
dispute into an industry-wide one could
choice rather than more, as popular channels go dark
set a template for agreements that are better designed
in subscriber homes.
for a digital age. This could help channels and
MSOs in particular are feeling the squeeze. Local
networks spend less time on litigation, and more time
cable networks, intermediaries for the vast majority
on transformation. MBA
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THE REAL PRIZ
Rapid growth has made Cignal TV the most popular pay-TV service in the Philippines. Achieving the ultimate goal

P

hilippine pay-TV dynamo Cignal TV shows no
increased ad revenue for the operator, which already
signs of slowing down. The five year-old DTH
caters to affluent homes in major cities.
service is on course to hit 890,000 subs in 2014
Cignal has successfully targeted the uncabled market,
after nudging past the 600,000 mark 12 months earlier,
attracting most of its customers from outside the capital
an impressive 48% growth trajectory. Cignal executives
Metro Manila, SkyCable’s stronghold. However, most of
are eying a million subs in 2015, and two million before
these households have opted for cheaper prepaid tiers,
the decade is out.
which have to be renewed each
The pace is driven by PLDT,
month. While these are priced
Cignal’s ultimate owner and the
at a premium to provincial cable
largest telco in the Philippines.
networks and other DTH operators,
“The pressure is always on us
irregular payments can still hinder
whenever we present to the board
Cignal’s pursuit of revenue and
to become a clear leader in the
profit. SkyCable subs, by contrast,
pay-TV industry,” says Cignal’s
all commit to a lock-in period,
MD and COO, Annie Naval. “The
shoring up the cable company’s
benchmark is how well they’ve
financial advantage.
done in the telco business. Market
Pay-TV penetration is still low
share has always been one of our
in the Philippines, at around one
key priorities.”
in seven TV homes, offering plenty
PLDT has set its sights on being
of space for future expansion.
a major player in media as well as
Sign-ups from prepaid subs will
telecoms in a converging world,
still contribute heavily to Cignal’s
investing in both free TV, via thirdexpansion, especially if the
placed terrestrial channel TV5, as
domestic economy – the fastestMarket share has always
well as pay-TV. TV5 is struggling
growing among Southeast Asia’s
been a key priority
but Cignal is making good progress,
main markets in 2014 – remains
Annie Naval, Cignal
with subs numbers accelerating
buoyant.
past its main rival, cable operator
Nonetheless, Cignal executives
SkyCable, making Cignal the most
see postpaid subs making a bigger
popular pay-TV service in the country. However, the real
contribution in the future, rising from 37% of the
prize and challenge – overtaking SkyCable by revenue –
subscriber base in 2014 to 45% by the end of 2015, and
remains some way down the line. While Cignal’s rapid
to about 55% in 2016.
expansion is resetting the competitive landscape in the
This shifting balance should keep Arpus relatively
Philippines, the company has yet to break even. Naval
flat for Cignal, even as its subscriber base continues to
and her team must keep a watchful eye on profits as well
grow. Upselling opportunities mainly exist within the
as revenue, without losing too much momentum along
postpaid or prepaid tiers however, rather than crossing
the way.
over between the two. “We’ve done some programs to
encourage subs to upgrade and we’ve seen some pretty
REVENUE RIVALRY
good results,” says Cignal’s head of marketing and
Meanwhile, SkyCable has been consolidating its own
channel management, Guido Zaballero. “Moving from
position, buying second-placed cable network Destiny to
prepaid to postpaid is more difficult. There really is a
offset slowing organic growth, while digitalizing analog
market that goes for postpaid, and a different market that
networks to broaden its services. The strategy is reaping
goes for prepaid.”
rewards through high-Arpu broadband sales as well as
More HD channels will heighten Cignal’s appeal for
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ZE FOR CIGNAL
however, is more of a challenge

around a stronger brand
postpaid subs but limited
and a greater emphasis on
satellite capacity makes
marketing in tandem with
it difficult to juggle the
a bigger portfolio of valueneeds of both postpaid and
added services (see panel)
prepaid subs. More wriggle
and a small but growing
room will help. The DTH
portfolio
of
in-house
operator plans to start
channels.
swapping out boxes that
The main focus for
use Mpeg-2 compression
now however is sustaining
technology,
mainly
subscriber growth, while
deployed among its lower
keeping
costs
under
tiers, in favor of the more
control. A key milestone is
For Reel, a movie block on in-house channel Colours
efficient Mpeg-4 standard,
breaking even after Cignal’s
a gradual process starting
finances turned net income positive in 2014 and Ebitda
in 2015 and likely to complete in 2018.
positive in 2013. “We will have some effort to build the
Cignal’s subs growth took off after reaching
brand equity, but not really in a major way yet,” Zaballero
critical mass in 2014, largely due to word-of-mouth
says. “When we hit half a million subscribers, we thought
recommendations rather than formal marketing,
okay, we’ve got the scale, but then we realized we should
supported by an expanded distribution network.
up the targets because we don’t feel the strength yet.” It’s
Rising scale also gives Cignal the opportunity to
mostly a matter of timing and trying to balance expenses,
start a new phase of business development, anchored

VALUE-ADDED SERVICES, BROADBAND, AND A POSSIBLE MOVE INTO CABLE

I

n addition to broadening its appeal
through a steady ramp-up in local
content and in-house channels,
Cignal is also working to enhance its
premium tier.
This includes plans to roll out
up to 5,000 PVR-enabled settop boxes for its highest paying
customers, while boosting VOD
capabilities
and
authenticated
multiscreen access towards the end
of 2014 and through early 2015.
As a DTH service, Cignal’s
interactive options are limited
however, lacking the two-way
connectivity of cable or IPTV.
Parent company PLDT, the largest
telco in the Philippines, bundles
78 Cignal channels as part of an

Media Business Asia Q3/2014

expensive triple-play broadband
package called PLDT Fibr, but there
is no current arrangement in place
for Cignal to reciprocate.
OTT, EVERYWHERE
PLDT also runs its own online video
services, buying content separately
for now. Increased collaboration
is starting to take shape, initially
around content investments that
Cignal can share across PLDT’s
mobile networks as well as its freeto-air channel TV5. Such discussions
are at an early stage, however.
Cignal executives had pondered
partnering PLDT’s mobile network
Smart to provide a bundled wireless
broadband service, but couldn’t

settle on a workable business model.
Attention has now turned to the
possibility of extending distribution
into cable. Such a move could
mirror possible diversification by
SkyCable, which has a applied for a
DTH license.
“If we are able to serve broadband,
then our VOD service and our
libraries would be more accessible,”
says Cignal’s head of marketing
and channel management, Guido
Zaballero. “It’s up to the [PLDT]
board and First Pacific, the holding
company. They’ve got a team that
focuses on acquisition. We’ve had
some conversations with them.
They’ve said they will look around
and see if there’s any potential.”
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Pay-TV Subs (000)

Zaballero adds. “As we start to build the base, the cost
SkyCable has a bigger suite of in-house channels,
of the content starts to go up as well. We are trying to
leveraging the production capabilities of its owner,
manage the cost internally and with our partners.”
domestic broadcast major ABS-CBN. Furthermore,
Cignal operates two inABS-CBN has been busy
house channels at present,
testing broadcasts of digital
Cignal Is Powering Pay-TV Subs Growth
Hyper, which focuses on
terrestrial television (DTT), a
3,000
sports, and a lifestyle offering
new and potentially disruptive
called Colours, but is planning
technology that will deliver
2,500
to launch a third, a dubbed
more channels and a clearer
2,000
movie service, in 2015. At the
picture nationwide – due
same time, the two existing
to start rolling out in the
1,500
channels will reduce their
Philippines in 2015. A
1,000
reliance on imported content
possible pay DTT service
from the US and Australia,
from ABS-CBN could shake
500
in favor of more local
up the pay-TV landscape,
productions.
although no formal plans have
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014e
With a good mix of
been announced.
Other Cable
SkyCable
Cignal
Other DTH
international
channels
Should such a service
Source: Company data, MPA analysis
in place, these in-house
launch,
provincial
cable
offerings, which are also
networks and cheaper DTH
distributed by provincial cable operators in a bid for
services are likely to be affected first. Cignal executives
more ad revenue, are increasingly key for future growth.
are still keeping a close watch on the potential threat,
“It’s very important that we focus on getting scale and
which has prompted Cignal’s planned Mpeg-4 upgrade,
a bigger share in every region in the Philippines,” Naval
to give lower-tier subs more channels. “We’re keeping
says. “Looking forward, we are going to invest seriously
an eye on it, because ABS-CBN could really innovate
in developing our own content.”
and start to move it upwards,” Zaballero says. “It would
Hyper is proving expensive to run as a pure-play
all boil down to the quality of our channel lineup.” MBA
sports service however, especially with rights-holders
TAKE OUT - Cignal’s rapid rise and growing scale is
looking for exclusive deals. It will be relaunched as a
opening up new opportunities, but the health of its bottom
male-oriented sports and entertainment offering in
line will influence the pace of change.
2015, with sports on for about 40% of the time.
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Sundays and Mondays at 10:30am (9:30am JKT/BKK)
Primetime Encore at 9:00pm (8:00pm JKT/BKK)
For carriage inquiries, please contact distribution@rtlcbsasia.com
WWW.RTLCBSASIA.COM
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Return-Path Data
audience scale, harvesting granular viewing data
from set-top boxes that is robust enough to target
specific audience groups. Each has been designed
around particular market opportunities, however.
In Malaysia for example, Astro is assembling two
household panels to measure TV: one covering
30,000 Astro homes, representative of Astro’s
subscriber base, and another smaller selection
ay-TV operators in Southeast Asia have
of 4,000 homes that mirrors TV viewing as
long argued that ad plans fail to reflect paya whole. The latter will also overlap with
TV’s share of viewing or consumer spending
Kantar’s ongoing shopping and usage survey
power. Now, the battle for ad dollars is opening up
Worldpanel, establishing a link between TV
on two flanks, with pay-TV trapped in the middle.
consumption and household purchases that
Free TV continues to hold down the mass market but
will help Astro woo mass market brands that
now online video is making a persuasive pitch for
spend heavily on free TV.
more targeted spend – a key selling point for pay-TV.
“This marks a fundamental shift from
Operators are fighting back. Astro in Malaysia
demographics to buyergraphics, at least in
and StarHub in Singapore – two markets where
the FMCG sector,” says Steve Garton, a media
better broadband networks are driving online video
research specialist. “Campaign cause and effect can
viewing – have both commissioned research agencies
be tracked in terms of sales. Non-FMCG categories
to turn the streams of audience data flowing through
will be harder – such as finance, travel, auto. But
their networks into useful insights on consumer
there are potential work-arounds and modeling that
behavior. These investments are attempts to create
could be deployed.”
alternative TV ratings systems that can supplement,
Half of Malaysian TV homes subscribe to Astro’s
or even replace, existing services.
pay-TV service while a further 10% has signed up
Increased viewing via on-demand, catch-up
for its free satellite service, Njoi. Astro’s share of TV
and multiscreen platforms tends to go unrecorded
ad spend is failing to keep up with
by traditional ratings panels,
rises in its share of TV viewing
while online rivals provide
more information than ever to
The industry is desperately however. It faces competition
for its upscale audiences from
tap marketing spend. This has
short of accurate data
online video, while terrestrial
spurred operators into action.
broadcaster Media Prima has a
Astro has christened its offering
firmer grip on the mass market.
DynamicTAM (DTAM), while
Tan, a former media agency boss, is keen for the
StarHub’s has been dubbed Smart Targeting. Similar
industry to move beyond existing measures that tend
services should follow, in Southeast Asia and beyond.
to standardize audiences and media consumption,
“The industry is desperately short of accurate data
such as CPM and CPRP. “Targeting consumers by
that captures the changing viewing habits,” observes
context, brand choices and psychographics is the
Astro’s COO, Henry Tan. “As such, the market pays
future of advertising,” he declares.
more emphasis on buying efficiency rather than
StarHub meanwhile, a telco which manages both
efficacy – the real goal of advertising. DTAM will
cable and mobile networks, incorporates audience
provide marketers with rich, accurate data and the
information from both sources for its Smart
option to go beyond demographics. This will lead to
Targeting service, which allows advertisers to track
better results, and Astro aims to gain our fair share.”
audiences across multiple platforms and to adjust the
These moves by Astro and StarHub leverage

PAY-TV OPERATORS ARE HARNESSING THE POWER OF
BIG DATA, IN A BID TO FUTURE-PROOF REVENUES IN A
MULTICHANNEL, MULTISCREEN WORLD. BY MIKE SAVAGE
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frequency and content of
ads accordingly. Like DTAM,
Smart Targeting helps put TV on the front foot in the
battle against online video by offering more refined
segmentation and targeting capabilities – advantages
that had mainly been the preserve of digital media.
The largest online media companies are improving
their audience tracking capabilities too, throwing the
gauntlet down to other media. Websites traditionally
record visits by devices rather than the people
using them, an increasingly unreliable measure as
internet browsing extends across phones and tablets
as well as PCs. Now the likes of Facebook, Google,
Microsoft and Yahoo are encouraging people to log
in to their services which are offered across the web,
making it easier to track multiscreen behavior while
giving marketers a more accurate view of internet
consumption. “That’s putting pressure on offline
channels, and making them think: what have we

got in our ecosystem, how can we bring it together,
how can we bring more advertising dollars and a
better return for marketers,” says Sunil Yadav, AsiaPacific president of Amplifi, the media buying and
partnerships arm for communications company,
Dentsu Aegis Network.
Smart Targeting represents StarHub’s most
serious pitch for ad dollars since setting up its Cable
TV Virtual Diary or V-Diary, nine years ago. Smart
Targeting looks set to replace the existing service.
StarHub is also struggling to capture ad spend on
a par with its share of audience. At the same time,
online video is even more prominent in Singapore,
heightening the challenge.
Location-based ad opportunities on StarHub’s
mobile platform should help lever budgets away from
newspapers, still the largest ad segment in Singapore,
but better audience insights gleaned from mobile
should drive more TV spend too. “This is to futureproof on digital,” says Bharad Ramesh, a former
buying head for Starcom and ZenithOptimedia
in Southeast Asia, who now runs digital media
consultancy, eMV. “For a long time StarHub couldn’t
give me moms, only a women’s channel. But right
now both StarHub and Astro can potentially give me
a network of moms, which would be very useful. I
would pay a premium for that.”
Pay-TV operators worldwide have been exploiting
so called return-path data (RPD) from set-top boxes
for more than 10 years now. In APAC, these systems
are relatively well established in Australia and New
Zealand while beginning to pick up steam elsewhere,
helping operators to keep tabs on fragmenting
audiences as well as the uptake of interactive and
multiscreen services. Operators don’t always share
the data, but the information is also invaluable for
broadcasters, who mainly use set-top box data
for scheduling, carriage negotiations and ad sales,
as well as more general channel positioning and
promotions.
“Monetization is one thing,” says Hui Keng Ang,
SVP & GM at Sony Pictures Television Networks, Asia.
“More importantly, RPD gives a more complete and
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ARMS RACE IN AUSTRALIA: DIGITAL DATA TRANSFORMS MEDIA BUYS
“This is as much a defensive
play as it is an offensive or
growth play,” remarks Anthony
Fitzgerald, CEO of Australian
pay-TV sales house MCN, in the
process of transforming its own
five-year-old ratings panel from
10,000 to 200,000 homes to keep
up with increasingly sophisticated
advertiser demands.
“If you have a look at what’s
happening in online video
and Google and YouTube and
Facebook, and Amazon… – if we
don’t offer greater accountability
and better targeting capability,
then we are going out the door
backwards,” Fitzgerald says.
Australia’s
online
video
market is undergoing a major
metamorphosis. Media buyer
GroupM recently inked a first-of-

its-kind multi-million dollar deal
for exclusive access to inventory
from the top tier of YouTube’s
most popular creators, which
the online video site has started
actively marketing as brandfriendly inventory.
MCN doesn’t want to be left
behind. Its panel boost, which
has been two years in the making,
is taking shape at the right time,
Fitzgerald contends.
PREMIUM VIDEO
“Premium video is one area
we want to play in much more
broadly,” Fitzgerald says. “We will
be able to trade premium video
across our linear channels, across
our VOD services and indeed
on online with real consumer
segmentation.”

It’s a move that anticipates how
media buying might evolve in the
future, rather than strengthening
pay-TV’s bargaining position on
existing measures used today.
“We don’t intend to trade our
data demographically,” Fitzgerald
says. “What we’re looking to do
initially for progressive agencies
and clients is to create customer
segments they can actively target
on a mass basis,” he explains.
“With the scale of this panel,
if a client has a robust data set
of their own, we will be able to
match that data set with ours
and create a tailored customer
segment, identify what that
segment is watching, what their
media behavior is, and far more
effectively target their customers
than ever before.”

the two-way connectivity of digital cable networks,
accurate understanding of viewership and audience
can use modems instead that relay the necessary
patterns. There are more and more households with
information back down a landline.
PVR, more time-shifted viewing. A serious error can
Approaches can vary widely, however. Some
be made if we just base programming decisions on
companies choose a census service, that give a wide
linear viewership.”
spread of information at a household level, while
Indian DTH operator Tata Sky set up India’s
others opt for a panel approach, enabling them to
first RPD service last year, while Korea Telecom
gather more information on people living in the
uses return-path data to monitor its IPTV service.
home, from demographics to product ownership.
Increased visibility of RPD within a market can
This level of detail appeals to channel owners,
prompt others to follow suit, but that’s not always
competing in an increasingly
the case. “One to two operators in
crowded space. “The raison-d’etre
India will start RPD services in the
for pay-TV channels is that they
near future – we are working on a
Serious mistakes can be
serve a specific viewing segment,
couple of those,” says Nick Burfitt,
made basing decisions on and not necessarily the whole
global director of RPD Services
linear viewership
population, hence the need for
for research agency Kantar Media
RPD measurement to provide data
Audiences.
beyond household-level data,”
“But it is very much led within
says Henry Robles, Asia-Pacific research director
the operator. In some markets, where there is no RPD,
at regional broadcaster NBCU Global Networks.
some operators see a first-mover advantage. But it’s
“Return-path data services in other markets, such
more about the business value an operator can get.
as Australia and South Africa, already provide
It is picking up speed generally, partly because some
individual viewing data.” MBA
technical obstacles are easier to overcome.”
Wider proliferation of broadband set-top boxes
helps too, with an in-built return-path channel,
TAKE OUT - Concerted efforts to better measure pay-TV
although that hasn’t been an insurmountable obstacle
audiences, fragmenting across channels and screens, are
in the past. DTH operators for example, which lack
finally starting to take shape in Southeast Asia.
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Cisco Videoscape:
Connecting Experiences
Your Way
Your video experiences: personalized,
synchronized, delivered to any screen.

CISCO
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Cisco Videoscape empowers service
providers and media companies in all markets.
It makes sure they can create and connect
new synchronized, personalized, and intuitive
multiscreen experiences—at the speed of
now.
To learn more about Cisco Videoscape,
visit cisco.com/go/videoscape.
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HOEKSTRA STEE

ASIAN AM

APAC PRESIDENT ARJAN HOEKSTRA, CHARGED WITH FINDING FRE
OVERHAULED THE REGIONAL CHANNEL PORTFOLIO WHILE RAMPING

D

iscovery
Networks,
one of the world’s biggest
pay-TV programmers, has
amassed a solid business in Asia-Pacific –
mid-sized, but highly profitable – after first launching
its flagship Discovery Channel brand in the region
just over two decades ago. To maintain Discovery’s
trajectory, regional president Arjan Hoekstra, who
joined just over a year ago, needs to drive the
nonfiction broadcaster deeper into the region’s
growth markets, while exploring less obvious growth
opportunities elsewhere. “That was a nice position
to start off with,” says Hoekstra, who moved to
Discovery after 14-years at Eurosport, most recently
as the sports network’s APAC MD. “But of course,
the expectation for me is to look for new ways of
growth, and really put Discovery at a different level
than it was before.”
Discovery’s main pillars in APAC are Australia,
India and Japan, three large pay-TV markets
that each contribute 20% or more to Discovery’s
regional revenue. Of these however, only India
exhibits sustained demand for more linear
channels, prompting Hoekstra to initiate a new
growth plan for Southeast Asia, where it only has
one office at present – its regional HQ in Singapore.
In October, affiliate sales VP Theresa Ong was
promoted to a new role, GM for Southeast Asia,
reporting to South and Southeast Asia EVP, Rahul
Johri, who had been overseeing the region from
India. Ong’s first job is setting up local teams in
four markets identified as levers of future growth
– Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand
– with offices due to open early next year. At the
same time, some regional roles in Singapore are
being cut as the center of gravity shifts towards a
broader in-market presence.
Globally, Discovery’s international business has
been tearing ahead, poised to deliver the majority
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ERS DISCOVERY’S

TV channels in New Zealand, doubling its local channel
count and becoming the biggest non-domestic player in
a US$700 million pay-TV market. Such opportunities,
however, are thin on the ground.
“We don’t need to acquire in order to grow,” Hoekstra
says. “We will continue to grow in an organic way
in the next few years. But we are very tactical and we
are constantly scouring the market for these kinds
of opportunities.” A bank would have missed The
Living Channel, Hoekstra says, crediting his ANZ head
ESH GROWTH FOR THE NON-FICTION BROADCASTER, HAS
Mandy Pattinson for the deal. Future growth hinges on
G UP IN CHINA, INDIA, KOREA AND SOUTHEAST ASIA
having people on the ground – a philosophy evident in
Hoekstra’s push into Southeast Asia.
“I am a strong believer in decentralizing the
organization,” he says, “creating local connections,
of company revenues for
understanding market sensitivities and cultural aspects,
the first time this year, largely
for us to adapt our content proposition but also to identify
thanks to some big deals in Western
opportunities that would never come about otherwise.”
Europe. In 2013, Discovery took over
Closer collaboration with a large-scale strategic
Nordics broadcast network SBS, while in 2014 it
operator in Southeast Asia could help accelerate future
bought UK production company All3Media (in a joint
growth, while Thailand for example, where the market
deal with Liberty Media, a cable company controlled
is gravitating around free rather than pay-TV, could
by Discovery shareholder John Malone) as well as a
present an opportunity to move
majority stake in Eurosport.
into free-to-air, which Discovery
These deals, which
helped
We need to find other ways has already done in Europe. The
diversify revenues and expand
priority, however, is more people
into new genres such as sports and
to monetize our content
on the ground. “We need to open
entertainment, gave the programmer
new offices and get closer to our
a formidable footprint in Western
clients and make sure we are a stronger part of the local
Europe, a recession-prone region often sidelined by US
advertising community,” Hoekstra says.
media majors that Discovery’s global CEO David Zaslav
The reorganization at regional HQ followed a reshuffle
characterizes as a new emerging market.
of Discovery’s channel portfolio earlier this year, with
niche offerings Home & Health and Turbo swapped out
A TOUGH GROWTH MANDATE
with two new channels targeting a broader audience:
Discovery is an ambitious, expansive company, Hoekstra
a factual channel for women called Eve, and a lifestyle
says, underpinned by a genuine culture of risk. Inorganic
channel for men called Dmax. Women’s lifestyle channel
plays are likely to be the exception rather than the rule
TLC also absorbed some content from Home & Health to
in Asia, where M&A options are more limited, although
widen its appeal. Discovery now offers kids, lifestyle and
Hoekstra wants to make sure Discovery is well placed
sports channels as well as factual entertainment in Asia,
to identify and move on any opportunities that exist.
Hoekstra notes. New channel activity has been relatively
Earlier this year, the broadcaster snapped up two pay-

MBITION

THE BIG PICTURE: VOLUME AND GROWTH
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mute in recent years, but more will come, including
In Japan however, where majority-owned JV
crime offering Investigation Discovery (ID), which
Discovery Japan manages local versions of Discovery
recently made its regional debut in India.
Channel and Animal Planet, operator growth initiatives
Discovery launched three channels in India this year
are more subdued. That said, Discovery has a freer hand
– separately programmed HD versions of Animal Planet
nowadays with an 80% stake in Discovery Japan, having
and TLC, together with ID, bringing the market total to
bought 30% from its joint venture partner J:Com, the
11 channels across five languages. Next could be a local
country’s biggest MSO, at the beginning of last year.
version of Eurosport, which Discovery took over earlier
J:Com retains a 20% stake.
this year, although what form the channel takes depends
Nonetheless, while Discovery’s local ad revenues
on the Indian appeal of sports such as cycling, rugby
have been buoyant, introducing new channel brands is
and skiing. “We may need to rethink that positioning,”
tough, prompting a closer look at alternative distribution
Hoekstra says. “That’s all part of the process – there’s a
outlets. “We’ve got so much content lying on the shelf,”
strong desire to launch [Eurosport] in India.”
Hoekstra says. “With only two channels in the market,
Discovery
channels
we need to find other
localize well in India, still Discovery’s Increasingly Global Business
ways to monetize it. Many
the main wellspring of its Most revenue now from outside the US
different OTT platforms
growth, where a concerted
have launched in the
6.4
CAGR
2009-14e
digital TV switchover is
market, that are more or
6.0
5.5
laying the foundations
less successful. We are
Overall
5.0
for future expansion and
talking to most of them to
+12.7%
4.5
4.2
investment. For the time
see how we can make that
4.0
US Networks
3.8
3.5
being, distribution for
work. Japan may be a good
+7.1%
Discovery will continue to
test market for us to do
3.0
International
be handled by One Alliance,
that.”
Networks
2.0
+22.1%
a partnership with Sony,
although deals are now
KOREAN CONFIDENCE
Commerce,
1.0
Education
negotiated separately for
Hoekstra is also recruiting
and Other
each company, following a
a country manager for
-4.6%
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014e
regulatory edict curbing the
Korea, where Discovery’s
power of India’s channel
profile is relatively low
International Networks
US Networks
Commerce, Education and Other
aggregators.
“For
the
key, anticipating fresh
moment, we are very happy Source: Company data, consensus analyst estimates
opportunities as the Free
with the relationship,”
Trade Agreement allows
Hoekstra says. “The JV is still in place.”
Discovery and others to own and operate local pay-TV
In contrast to India’s growth story, pay-TV penetration
channels. “There’s massive ad revenue there, incredible
in Discovery’s other cornerstone markets, Australia and
penetration of pay-TV,” he says. “There are low Arpus
Japan, appears to have plateaued before reaching a third
but pay-TV is embedded in the viewer’s mindset.”
of households, reining in affiliate growth in particular.
In March meanwhile, Discovery announced a tieHoekstra wants to see these markets deliver more.
up in China with one of the country’s biggest pay-TV
He hopes that a recent product overhaul by
companies, Wasu Group. As part of the deal, Discovery
Australia’s main pay-TV network Foxtel, which recently
will provide factual and lifestyle content, together with
simplified channel packs and lowered entry prices
consultancy services, for digital pay-TV channels that
to revitalize subscriber growth, will also lift
can be carried nationwide. Wasu has launched four so
up Discovery, which is Foxtel’s biggest
far. Local production could turn the Wasu partnership
third-party channel provider. A
into a major source of new revenue, but Hoekstra is
bigger subscriber base will
taking the deal, a long time in the making, step by step.
help fuel overall growth
“We are confident this partnership will pay off for us,
for Discovery, which
but it’s in an early phase right now,” Hoekstra says. “It’s
will launch Discovery
too soon to say what it could be long-term.” MBA
Kids, aimed at
6-12
year-olds,
TAKE OUT - A year into his new role, Discovery APAC
on Foxtel in
president Arjan Hoekstra is broadening the revenue base
November.
with new and not always obvious ways to grow.
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Multi-tasking

BATTLE
FOR ATTENTION
IN THE LIVING ROOM
Multi-tasking can be television’s friend and foe

T

V advertisers have always worked hard to get their
messages across during the commercial break,
banking on distinctive ads and effective media
plans to get noticed.
Smartphones and tablets, however, are changing the
rules of the game. These small, sofa-friendly screens
can sometimes distract but can also complement ads
and programs, creating a new canvas of engagement for
marketers and broadcasters alike.
In Hong Kong for example, Coca-Cola targeted
iPhone-owning youngsters with an interactive campaign
called ‘Chok! Chok! Chok!’, slang for rapid motion
among Hong Kong teens. A branded iPhone app allowed
viewers to catch virtual bottle caps tumbling from TV
screens with a swing or chok of their phones when
special TVCs aired at 10pm each night. These could lead
to instant prizes, including discounts, collectibles and
virtual games.
Ad agency McCann Worldgroup, who worked on the
campaign, called it the most successful promotion and
TVC Coke had run in the city in 35 years.
Multi-tasking is becoming more common, especially
among younger consumers, placing a premium on
genuine engagement – whether it is on the big screen,
a small screen or both. TV can still hold its own with

Media Business Asia Q3/2014

compelling shows though, even among a connected
audience. A recent study by research agency Millward
Brown, covering 32 countries worldwide, indicated
that 16-44 year-olds with a smartphone or tablet are
only multi-tasking about a third of the time they spend
watching TV. Furthermore, some simultaneous online
activity is triggered by what’s on the big screen – to find
out more about a TV program, for instance, or to chat
about a show in real-time via social media.
The 16 to 44 year-olds surveyed by Millward Brown
– arguably the demographic most likely to pick up new
media habits – only ignored the TV for around 20%
of the time it was on, killing time during ad breaks for
example, or chatting with friends on an unrelated topic
(see panel).
The picture is similar in APAC, with variations
becoming more apparent within specific markets.
However, young connected consumers in this part of
the world spend less time watching TV: 104 minutes a
day on average, according to Millward Brown, compared
with 114 minutes worldwide, and 147 minutes in the US.
The proportion of time spent multi-tasking is slightly
higher too.

ENGAGED OR DISTRACTED?
A survey of 16-44 year olds with a smartphone/tablet
Amount of time in front of the TV...
Multi-tasking
Watching TV

Related to TV

Global

65%

Asia-Pacific
Australia

Unrelated to TV

61%

68%

India

69%
55%

Japan
Philippines
South Korea
Thailand
Vietnam

22%

17%

21%

60% 11%

China

Indonesia

14%

53%
55%
53%

28%
17%
14%

18%

14%
17%
27%

65% 11%

24%

24%

24%

22%

24%

28%
73% 12%

19%
15%

Source: AdReaction 2014, Millward Brown
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Multi-tasking

42%

35%

To keep up with
friends on social
media (not TV
related)

To fill
time during
ad breaks

30%

26%

25%

TV not interesting
enough for all my
attention

More information
about what's
on TV

Just have TV on
for background
noise

Why use a second device when watching TV?

21%

20%

19%

14%

12%

Need to get other
things done

Someone else has
chosen what's
on TV

To discuss what I’m
watching (e.g. via
social media)

To interact with
what's happening
on TV

To follow up on
a TV ad

Source: AdReaction 2014, Millward Brown

MULTIPLE APPROACHES
Insights like these could provide another way to evaluate
media beyond time spent, rewarding media owners
on depth of engagement. There is plenty of interest in
this area, both by media owners that see a competitive
advantage in their content, as well as advertisers keen to
improve ROI. However, mainstream adoption is unlikely

in the near term, according to media agency executives.
“Migrating from an audience currency to an
engagement currency is not without complexity, hence
the lack of agreement and rate of change,” notes Paul
Moreton, chief investment officer in Asia-Pacific for
Omnicom Media Group. Once advertisers start focusing
on engagement, they arrive at different interpretations
of what the term means. “You are moving from
a standardized metric to a more customized
and individual metric,” Moreton explains.
“With that approach, you lose industry-wide
SOCIAL NETWORKING REINFORCES EVENT TV
economies of scale and the cost/benefit
equation starts to inhibit development.”
avvy advertisers worldwide are taking advantage of social networks
Studies on multi-tasking can be useful
to deepen engagement with people watching TV.
for pre-campaign planning, helping validate
Earlier this year, Heineken collaborated with ad agency partners
anecdotal theories on engagement, observes
DDB and Tribal Worldwide in Amsterdam to use Twitter to connect
Rajesh Mahtani, Starcom MediaVest Group’s
with fans during broadcasts of Uefa European football.
head of growth and strategy for Southeast Asia.
The #sharethesofa campaign allowed fans to connect over Twitter
Engagement, however, forms just one part of
during select matches with former players such as Owen Hargreaves
an increasingly complex picture, as marketers
and Ruud Gullit, who would respond in real time by tweet, photo or
move away from traditional reach-based
Vine, Twitter’s six-second video platform.
measures.
Connected devices are changing the way people watch TV,
“People are behaving dynamically and we
potentially driving deeper engagement in real time as well as creating
need to plan for those dynamic interactions
more occasions to consume TV shows as well as related content.
to create experiences that combine different
Major sponsor Samsung and its media buying firm Starcom MediaVest
screens, which people can enjoy and share,”
were said to have negotiated with ABC TV network to have Samsung’s
Mahtani says. “The challenge is how to get
Galaxy smartphone integrated into this year’s Academy Awards.
people engaged, and what those post-campaign
When Oscars host Ellen DeGeneres handed a Samsung smartphone
metrics are, to prove success.” MBA
to actor Bradley Cooper so he could take a selfie shot with other
celebrities during this year’s shows, the resulting image ended up with
more than 3 million retweets on Twitter. While product placement in
TAKE OUT - Tablets and smartphones can
TV is nothing new, simultaneous social networking helped make this
distract or deepen the engagement of people
plant a viral success.
watching TV, but attention is proving harder to
measure than time spent.

S
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Solid But Far From Optimal

REGIONAL - 5.4% ad growth in 2014, 5.8% in 2015
AUSTRALIA – Soft ad market should recover next year
CHINA – A new norm of slower growth
INDIA – Market buoyed by hopes of reform
INDONESIA – Forecasts cut as political, macro risks rise
MALAYSIA – Fundamentals improving, ad revival to follow
KOREA – A weaker ad cycle prevails
PHILIPPINES – Brighter prospects to come after a slow 2014
THAILAND – Ad rebound expected in 2015

A

n uneven macro landscape is
limiting the scope for significant
advertising growth in AsiaPacific. According to Media Partners
Asia (MPA), net advertising spend in the
region will increase by 5.4% this year, the same level as
2013, moving to a 5.8% lift in 2015. “It’s been a bumpy
ride for much of this year, despite national elections in a
number of countries and the Fifa World Cup,” says MPA
director Vivek Couto.
of the current account deficit, reserves build-up,
“Budget cuts from multinational brands across key
and surging capital inflows looking for substantive
emerging markets have left local advertisers taking up
reforms. The latter, unfortunately, has seen a sharp
the slack for much of the year. The visibility for 2015 is
rise in political risk, while the current account has not
better, assuming that there is greater macro stability.”
adjusted measurably since last year.”
By media, TV and digital continue to contribute
the most to advertising growth across Asia. TV is
MPA is now targeting 12% ad growth in 2014 for
expected to expand by 5.2% next year, while digital
Indonesia, down from an earlier 15% forecast,
will maintain a double-digit momentum with a 16.9%
although MPA analysts are guiding for a stronger
rise. By the end of 2015, TV will have 39.3% of the
2015 with a 13.1% lift. “While the Fifa World Cup and
total media advertising pie, marginally down from
elections contributed to some significant growth in 1H
39.8% five years ago. Digital will have a 26.3% share, a
2014, there’s been a downturn post elections, which is
significant step-up from 14.8% in 2010.
expected,” says Aravind Venugopal, VP at MPA.
In Australia, China, Japan, Korea and Taiwan, the
“Multinational advertisers such as Unilever and
past five years have largely been about an exponential
Procter & Gamble have reduced budgets this year, but
swing in favor of online and mobile. The next five
local advertisers have maintained spends. Going into
years could see similar
momentum across markets Net Advertising Growth
such as India, Indonesia,
Thailand and Vietnam.
13.1%
2014
2015
12.0%
However, TV will remain
10.3%
9.8% 10.2%
9.1%
dominant in these markets
8.8% 9.1% 8.5%
and still robust in China,
7.0%
5.8%
Japan and Korea.
4.6%
2.3%

2.8%

3.0%

STALLED MOMENTUM
Overall however, the macro Australia China Hong Kong India
environment is falling short
of earlier promise. “While
comparatively more robust Source: Media Partners Asia
than the rest of the world,
Asia’s growth momentum appears to have stalled in
recent months, with trade at a much weaker level than
expected, while production has been slowing,” says
Taimur Baig, an economist with Deutsche Bank.
At present, much attention is focused on political
change in two big emerging markets – India and
Indonesia. “India and Indonesia were the two fragile
economies of last year,” Baig says. “The former is now
riding high on PM Modi’s election victory, compression
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2.7%

2.4%

2.6%

2.4%
0.8%

1.2%

1.6%

2.3%

2.7%

-0.2%

Indonesia

Japan

Korea

Malaysia

Philippines Singapore

Taiwan

Thailand

Vietnam

-5.9%

the budget season in Q4, there is some confidence that
activity will return to normal in 2015, although media
buyers remain cautious,” Venugopal notes.
Meanwhile, concerns over political risk in Indonesia
have increased, with the opposition consistently
challenging and impeding President Jokowi’s ability to
govern. If this dynamic intensifies, expect an adverse
impact on the local currency and the economy.
Encouragingly, domestic market activity is improving,
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Media Trends
with a recent spike in automotive and retail sales.
Economic growth is likely to stay above 5.5% next
year, although a return to 6%-plus rates looks unlikely
before 2016.
In China, domestic demand has been weak for much
of the year, although exports are picking up. Most
economists contend that China’s main macro reality
is a new norm of slower growth but quicker reform.
“We believe that consensus has been reached among
top leaders to allow slower-yet-healthier growth, and
only very targeted stimulus measures,” says Deutsche
Bank economist Michael
2015 Spencer. China’s ad market
APAC Share of Ad Spend,
is expected to expand by
Other
Radio
10.3% in 2014 and by 9.1%
1.3%
3.5%
in 2015. TV and digital
combined will have almost
OOH
75% of the market next
11.7%
year, with digital securing
almost a third of ad spend.
TV
At its current growth
%
39.3
Digital
trajectory, the Chinese
%
26.3
ad market will overtake
Japan’s by the end of 2015,
Print
says MPA.
19.4%

Meanwhile Japan’s ad
market is expected to
grow by 2.7% this year,
and by 2.4% in 2015. Macro headwinds are likely to
catch up with free TV and digital, the biggest drivers
of ad momentum.
Private sector credit has hit a wall in Japan,
and Q2 GDP disappointed with weaker domestic
consumption. Economic growth is likely to only crawl
above 1% a year in 2014-15.

Source: Media Partners Asia

is projected to expand by
10.2% in net terms.
Korea remains in a tough
place, with its economy
hostage
to
uncertain
external demand as well
as weakness at home.
Advertising is expected to
grow by 0.8% this year, and
by 2.4% in 2015.
Since Q2, proactive
government policies have
started to boost consumer
spend and the housing
market. Rising household
incomes should also give a
boost to consumer spend.

Real GDP Growth
Australia
China
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Japan
Korea
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Taiwan
Thailand
Vietnam

2014

2015

3.0%
7.5%
3.7%
5.6%
5.3%
1.3%
3.6%
5.1%
6.5%
3.4%
3.7%
2.5%
5.6%

2.5%
7.3%
3.8%
6.8%
5.8%
1.1%
4.0%
5.5%
6.5%
4.2%
3.6%
3.8%
5.7%

Source: Consensus economist estimates

Thailand has struggled on the macro front for much of
the year amidst political volatility. As a result, the ad
market will contract by 6% this year but rebound by
8.8% in 2015. Media buyers have indicated that there
will be significant uptick in demand in 2H 2015.
“Growth continues to weaken in Thailand as
attempts by the military regime to revive consumption
and investment have yet to provide a discernible boost
to the economy,” says Deutsche Bank’s Baig. “Markets
remain resilient in expectation of greater policy
efficacy and political stability. These assumptions could
be tested if growth remains lackluster for a few more
quarters and global market volatility hits Thailand.”

Baig says that Malaysia and the Philippines are the key
markets performing on the macro front.
“Malaysia’s economic fundamentals are improving
with rising growth and a steady current account
surplus, while in the Philippines, strong consumption
and investment continue to shore up growth.”
India, meanwhile, is experiencing a recovery of
Malaysia’s ad market has been soft for much of this
sorts. Business and consumer confidence is rising,
year however, with free
while production and
TV and print feeling the
auto sales are picking up. Ad Spend CAGR, 2013-16
brunt.
Advertising
is
Encouragingly, there has
9.9%
expected
to
inch
up
only
been a modest recovery 10%
9.0%
1.2% this year, ahead of a
in advertising expenditure
7.5%
8%
5.8% boost in 2015.
across the FMCG sector
6%
The Philippines ad
and a big spike in spend
3.7%
4%
market is expected to
from
new
categories
2.3%
grow by 7% next year from
such as ecommerce. The
2%
1.6% this year, driven
economy is expected
0%
Australasia
China
India
North Asia
SEA*
by 7.5% growth across
to grow by 6.8% in real
the country’s dominant
terms next year, while
* Southeast Asia excludes Singapore
medium, TV. MBA
the advertising market Source: Media Partners Asia
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Turner Moves Deeper Into Asia

PCCW Steps Up In Chinese Media

Thai TV: The Big Bang

Greater Unity: Digital TV In India

MEDIA EXEC
COMPENSATION
Pay Packages, USA

Who Owns What In Indonesia TV

Serving the Media and Entertainment Interests of more
than 60% of the World’s Population.

Media Markets

Risk Aversion Returns

%

$

But media remains in play

R

India meanwhile suffered its
isk aversion has returned to
ASIA EQUITIES
biggest foreign portfolio liquidation
damage Asian equities. Most
2014 Winners
% YTD Chg*
in two months. However, investors
Asian markets experienced their
remain confident and positive in
worst September since 2011 while
+92%
Balaji Telefilms
+85%
Daum
the wake of prime minister Modi’s
Wall Street also suffered, albeit
+84%
TV Today Network
+83%
APN News & Media
reform commitment.
temporarily until brighter economic
+52%
Jagran Prakashan
The India media average is up
news lifted investor hopes.
+47%
Network18
+43%
Hindustan Media Ventures
17% for the year. Broadcasters,
The worst affected Asian markets
+40%
TV Tokyo
publishers and pay-TV operators
were Hong Kong, Indonesia, India
should continue to rally as
and Taiwan, with country-specific
2014 Losers
% YTD Chg*
advertising demand firms up
issues influencing investors more
post-Diwali, while both pay-TV
than regional sentiment.
-29%
Sohu
-30%
MCOT
subscribers and yields grow via
In Hong Kong, aside from the
-31%
SBS Media Holdings
ongoing cable digitalization.
issue of student street protests, there
-40%
Youku Tudou
-41%
Beijing Enlight Media
is also speculation that investors
-48%
Sina
-51%
might switch funds to Shanghai
A SELL-DOWN FOR MSKY
VisionChina Media
-57%
Ku6
where the stock exchange is trading
The stock average for Asian pay-TV
at a discount.
and broadband operators is off 3%
Asia Media Stock Averages
In Indonesia, most of the losses
this year, largely due to a sell-down
Publishing
+17%
in the Jakarta Composite Index
in Indonesia for leading player MNC
India Media
+17%
came in the last week of September,
Sky Vision (MSKY).
Internet
+11%
TV
+8%
after parliament passed a law
Demand is likely to grow as two
Indonesia Media
+4%
cancelling direct local elections.
issues
join the average, with IPOs
China Media
-1%
Pay-TV & Broadband -3%
This is negative for president Joko
for India’s fastest growing player,
Outdoor
-5%
Widodo, potentially curtailing his
Videocon d2h, and Indonesia’s
* As of October 7, 2014 close
Source: MPA
growth plans.
largest bundled broadband and
Sentiment on Indonesia media
digital pay-TV operator, LinkNet.
equities remains robust, although year-to-date gains
Meanwhile, MSKY remains in good shape with
(+4% for the Indonesia media average through Oct. 7
74% market share, indicating the company could
close) have started to moderate. Investors are selling
be undervalued. Nonetheless, the operator is facing
down shares due to macroeconomic concerns and the
increased competition from both cheaper as well as
related impact on Indonesia’s ad market.
illegal services. MBA
A GLOBAL MEDIA SPIKE
Global media majors have had a good year, largely thanks to decent
operating performances as well as a touch of M&A fever.
DTH player DirecTV has seen the biggest gains, despite skepticism
on the benefits of a potential merger with telecoms giant AT&T. This
is testimony to its resilience at home in the US as well as robust
growth abroad in Latin America.
Walt Disney and Netflix are also up more than 20% year-to-date,
followed by double-digit lifts for Dish, Time Warner and BSkyB.
Time Warner’s Oct. 15 investor day, notable for an announcement
that HBO was going OTT for non pay-TV subscribers in the US,
outlined some ambitious goals, following a rebuff of 21CF’s takeover
bid earlier this year, but skimped on execution and product details.
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Global Media Valuations

% YTD Chg*

DirecTV

+32%

Netflix

+26%

Walt Disney

+25%

Dish Network

+19%

Time Warner

+12%

BSkyB

+12%
+9%

Comcast

+1%

Liberty Global Inc.
21st Century Fox
Viacom
Discovery

0%
-9%
-15%

* As of October 7, 2014 close
Source: MPA
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for a successful
format?
FORMATS ASIA
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This year FORMATS ASIA is hosted in Beijing alongside
China and the World – TV and Online Opportunities.
See the latest programmes for both events at www.formats.asia
Join Us: info@formats.asia
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Global Leaders

$

Companies ranked by market cap (US$ billion)

%

Company

Sector

Market Cap

Company

Sector

Market Cap

1

Google

Internet

381.33

51

Sohu

Internet

1.79

2

Walt Disney

Media & Entertainment

166.61

52

Beijing Enlight Media

Program Production

1.76

3

Facebook

Internet

163.11

53

Beijing Gehua

Broadband Cable/Pay-TV

1.75

4

Tencent

Internet

144.02

54

Phoenix Satellite TV

Broadcasting

1.67

5

Comcast

Broadband Cable/Pay-TV

111.37

55

Asian Pay Television Trust (APTT)

Pay-TV

1.54

6

Time Warner

Media & Entertainment

82.48

56

Renren

Internet

1.43

7

21st Century Fox

Media & Entertainment

75.66

57

MNC Sky Vision

Pay-TV

1.41

8

Baidu

Internet

75.25

58

CJ E&M

Broadcasting

1.32

9

Yahoo!

Internet

55.18

59

Changyou

Online Games

1.15

10

DirecTV

Pay-TV

52.78

60

DB Corp

Publishing

1.12

11

Viacom

Media & Entertainment

41.03

61

Dish TV India

Pay-TV

1.04

12

NHN

Internet

33.39

62

Perfect World

Online Games

0.99

13

Twitter

Internet

32.93

63

KT SkyLife

Pay-TV

0.89

14

Dish Network

Pay-TV

28.76

64

CJ HelloVision

Broadband Cable/Pay-TV

0.82

15

Netflix

Online Video

26.88

65

Hathway Cable & Datakom

Broadband Cable/Pay-TV

0.79

16

Discovery Communications

Broadcasting

25.05

66

ABS-CBN

Broadcasting

0.79

17

Yahoo! Japan

Internet

25.00

67

Visi Media Asia (Viva)

Broadcasting

0.74

18

BSkyB

Pay-TV

24.32

68

Tom Group

Diversified Media

0.72

19

NetEase

Internet

10.84

69

Media Prima

Media & Entertainment

0.71

20

JCDecaux

Outdoor Media

7.14

70

Jagran Prakashan

Publishing

0.68

21

News Corp.

Publishing

5.86

71

TV Tokyo

Broadcasting

0.65

22

BesTV New Media

Pay-TV

5.71

72

GMA Network

Broadcasting

0.62

23

StarHub

Telecom & Media

5.61

73

Star Publications

Publishing

0.60

24

Astro Malaysia

Pay-TV

5.49

74

APN News & Media

Diversified Media

0.55

25

Zee Entertainment Enterprises

Broadcasting

5.47

75

Clear Media

Outdoor Media

0.55

26

Singapore Press Holdings (SPH)

Publishing

5.41

76

Shenzhen Topway

Broadband Cable/Pay-TV

0.54

27

Surya Citra Media (SCM)

Broadcasting

5.37

77

MCOT

Broadcasting

0.48

28

True

Telecom & Media

5.25

78

HT Media

Publishing

0.46

29

Liberty Global Inc.

Media & Entertainment

9.12

79

SBS Media Holdings

Broadcasting

0.42

30

Nippon TV Network

Broadcasting

4.47

80

Entertainment Network India Ltd

Radio & Outdoor Media

0.37

31

Media Nusantara Citra (MNC)

Broadcasting

4.17

81

SCMP Group

Publishing

0.37

32

Fuji Media

Broadcasting

3.75

82

Hyundai Communications

Broadband Cable/Pay-TV

0.35

33

Emtek

Broadcasting

3.66

83

Ten Network

Broadcasting

0.32

34

Weibo

Internet

3.52

84

SBS Contents Hub

Movie Distribution/Operations

0.31

35

BEC World

Broadcasting

3.15

85

Den Networks

Broadband Cable/Pay-TV

0.31

36

Youku Tudou

Online Video

2.75

86

Oriental Press Group

Publishing

0.28

37

Global Mediacom

Media & Entertainment

2.62

87

Next Media

Publishing

0.25

38

Television Broadcasts (TVB)

Broadcasting

2.60

88

GMM Grammy

Program Production

0.25

39

Sina

Internet

2.44

89

TV Today Network

Broadcasting

0.23

40

Sun TV Network

Broadcasting

2.40

90

Hindustan Media Ventures

Publishing

0.21

41

Tokyo Broadcasting System

Broadcasting

2.34

91

i-Cable Communications

Broadband Cable/Pay-TV

0.19

42

Sky Perfect JSAT

Pay-TV

2.31

92

TV18 Broadcast

Broadcasting

0.18

43

Hunan TV & Broadcast

Broadcasting

2.27

93

Taomee

Internet

0.16

44

Huayi Brothers Media

Program Production

2.11

94

Beijing Media.

Publishing

0.12

45

Seven Group Holdings

Broadcasting

2.10

95

Phoenix New Media

Online Video

0.12

46

Sky Television

Pay-TV

1.97

96

AirMedia

Outdoor Media

0.12

47

Nine Entertainment

Broadcasting

1.94

97

NDTV

Broadcasting

0.12

48

Fairfax Media

Publishing

1.90

98

Network18

Broadcasting

0.12

49

Daum

Internet

1.88

99

Zee News

Broadcasting

0.07

50

TV Asahi

Broadcasting

1.80

100

VisionChina Media

Outdoor Media

0.06

Market cap as of October 7, 2014 close
© 2014 Media Partners Asia, Ltd.
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Snapshot

JANICE LEE

PCCW

We have sold
local formats for
certain programs in
the food and travel
category. We are taking
these concepts into local
markets to work
with operators.

The independent
production scheme in
Hong Kong grew out of
necessity. There is a clear
talent shortage in the
industry, especially
for television.

It’s broader
than free TV. We are
looking to accumulate
good programming for
a number of different
windows for Hong Kong,
which can also
be distributed
overseas.

We hopefully
understand what
operators are looking
for, in terms of onground support and
promotion. We’ll look
to do more
of that.

Monetizing in
the mainland is how
we can afford better quality
production. Monetizing in
Hong Kong or overseas
is still good, but you
have to adjust
the budget.
We want to
bring in cross-media
talent. The film industry
is still able to attract
younger talent. A lot of
good script writers are
writing online.

We are
starting to confirm
projects. We’ll start
going into production
for both scripted
and non-scripted
programming
soon.

38
View
video interview on

Drama takes
a lot more effort
but we recognize it’s
a necessary step. We
want to get into more
mainstream content
production.

The mainland
partner has to be the
majority investor, to air a
series in primetime. That’s
worked well for us. We’ve
gained experience and
confidence getting into
our second and
third dramas.
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DW
ad

Nourish your brain
With such a wide selection of choices, it’s easier than
ever to find reliable information and real stories.
DW brings the news to life.

Deutsche Welle | Asia Representative
Ms. Mee Fung Lee | T +60(3).2093-0866
meefung.lee@pikfilm.com.my
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